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NEW NANOSYNTHESIS SIGNALS

The Infratonic 8000 combines eight separate signals

INFRATONIC 8000
New for 2006 with 8 signals combined through
NanoSynthesis technology, the Infratonic 8000
accelerates recovery like never before!

The NEW Infratonic 8000 was
designed to maximize accelerated
recovery and Mind/Body healing.
This was made possible because we
determined that we have two distinct
markets, Pain Management, and accelerated recovery + mind/body healing.

signals that can increase sensations
of restlessness and pain, thus it is not
strictly a pain management device.

The new technology that makes
the 8000 possible is presented on page
2. It involves new ways to generate
and combine unpredictable signals for
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to another. A new chaotic carrier is
applied to these signals that makes
them more unpredictable and, in
addition, is a therapeutic signal to
remove mind/body barriers to healing and to lift mood.
The new 8000 also simpliﬁes
application of Infratonic Therapy by
providing three powerful settings,
SLEEP, PAIN and FULL. For best
results in accelerated recovery, use
the FULL setting. It combines all of
the NanoSynthesis technology, not
just the three signals in the Infratonic
8 (Sub-cellular Vitalization, Calm
Cellular Trauma, and Insight) but
also signals to relax tight muscles,
uplift intention, reduce physical pain,
and reduce worry.
FULL is a powerful setting and
may result in some discomfort. If
you start feeling restless or antsy,
switch to the SLEEP setting. If you
start feeling increased pain, switch to
the PAIN setting and use the FULL
setting a little more each day. You
can also hold the transducer several
inches or feet away from the body,
or sweep with the transducer out the
hands and feet.
Upgrade now from Infratonic 8
to the 8000. See page 3 for details.

What is so Unique about CHI's
NEW Infratonic Therapy?
Sound Therapy is the use of sound vibrations for a positive affect on human health. Familiar to most are the therapeutic affects of music – recognized
across many cultures for its ability to reduce stress and inspire emotion.
Ultrasound Waves are high frequency sound waves above the frequency of
Sound affects physical structures

20,000 hertz. Imperceptible to the human ears, ultrasound therapy provides diagnostic imagery in healthcare, and is often used in joint and muscle therapy.

Whales communicate with infrasound

Infrasound Waves are ultra low frequency sound waves with frequencies
below human perception below 30 hertz. Unlike ultrasound waves, infrasound
waves travel great distances without dissipation by physical obstacles. These
are the frequencies that whales use to communicate, that scientists study to
predict earthquakes, and that neurologists read on EEG in the study of brain
waves and human thought.
Infratonic TherapyTM uses speciﬁc, randomly generated bands of infrasound
waves to penetrate superﬁcial and deep layers of the body. It works by interrupting trauma at the cellular level, using the same frequencies that the body
itself uses for intercommunication. Infratonic therapy’s ultra-low frequency
sound waves increase micro-circulation, reduce swelling, relieve chronic pain,
and promote healing.

Chaos Therapy® -- Introduced in 1997, this patented method infuses the
The Chaos Therapy Signal

body with highly unpredictable signals of speciﬁc bandwidth for greater penetration and higher effectiveness.

1. NanoSynthesisTM-- The ﬁrst of four patent pending Infratonic technologies introduced in 2006 generates a highly variable therapeutic signal pointby-point with continuous phase angle and abrupt jumps from frequency to
frequency within the desired band. The others are:

2. Chirp EntrainmentTM-- Short chirps of rising frequency are inserted into
The CHI NanoSynthesis computer
produces Chirp Entrainment signals

a higher frequency signal to entrain lower frequency signals and lift them into
the desired range. Used to lift pain signals from the physical to the emotional
range, and to lift worry signals from the analytical into the intuitive range.

3. Sonic SequencingTM -- Switching seamlessly from signal to signal,
repeatedly repositioning the body’s vibrational system for maximum effectiveness.

4. Chaotic CarrierTM -- Unpredictable high frequency signal that rides on
the NanoSynthesis signal to increase its unpredictability. This is also the ﬁrst
Infratonic signal that addresses intention, lifting the frequency of the body’s
vibrational ﬁeld to reduce limitations to accelerated healing.
The FULL setting of the 8000
combines eight Infratonic Signals
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PRODUCTS:
Palm Transducer 3:

The long anticipated 3rd Generation Palm Transducer is almost here.
We expect to release it sometime
in April 2006. With Linear Pulse
Modulation and a strong solid feel
on the body it is better than ever. It
ﬁts comfortably in the palm of your
hand, has a slim proﬁle that allows
it to ﬁt comfortably under you when
on a bed or a
comfortable
chair, and its
grabby rubber feet and
low center of
gravity hold
it ﬁrmly in
place on a
patient’s back. Black or White. Supplies are limited.

Palm Transducer: $395

CHIonizer:
The CHIonizer is an Air Travel
Vitalizer that keeps you vitalized and
comfortable on long ﬂights and kills
airborne pathogens with a gentle ﬂow
of ionized air and ozone. Enjoy your
ﬂight and stay healthy!! Use it wherever you are faced with low vitality
or people who might be coughing
and sneezing: ofﬁces, buses, and
polluted environments.

INFRATONIC 8000:
The 8000 is is our most advanced accelerated recovery

device, It combines 8 unique
Infratonic signals for accelerated
recovery on a wide variety of levels including signals that provide
increased sub-cellular vitality,
reduced physical pain, cellular
cooperation, reduced cellular
trauma, reduced worry, increased
insight, and lifting of intention.
These signals combine to make
this the most effective therapeutic
massager on the planet.

Infratonic 8000: $895

SoniCalm 3:

Extraordinary pain relief is what
people across the country are
reporting with the SoniCalm 3.
To accommodate the separate
needs of Pain Management and
Accelerated Recovery, CHI
developed two separate units.
The SoniCalm 3 excludes those
Infratonic signals that vitalize
subcellular activity and dissolve

mind/body barriers to healing,
but that can increase discomfort.
So where pain is the primary
indication, or where the doctor's
practice specializes in pain, the
SoniCalm 3 is the best answer.

SoniCalm 3: $695

Upgrade to the Infratonic 8000:
To upgrade to the Infratonic 8000, just send in your
Infratonic 8 or Infrasound 8 with $189.

Special, Limited Time Special Offer #1:
If you purchase our new palm transducer as a part of your upgrade,
you will save $200 from the regular Palm transducer price of $395.

Special, Limited Time Special Offer #2:
If you purchase CHIonizer as a part of your upgrade,
you will save $20 off the regular price of $119.

To upgrade to the Infratonic 8000, just call us today at
Great for shopping malls as well.

Don't leave Earth without it!!

CHIonizer: $119

1 (800) 743-5608
Offer expires May 31, 2006
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ATED IMMUNE RESPONSE

A Strong Immune System:
Quick Fixes and Long-Term Answers

With long lasting strains of ﬂu
below the collarbone, and relax. The
ﬂoating around that can cause missed FULL signal of the Infratonic 8000
weeks from work, and threats of new- is the best, though all Infratonic
er and more potent epidemics like the signals will help. If you use it just
Avian Flu lurking ominously around
before bed, use the SLEEP signal inthe corner, we need
to be prepared. We
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can stock up on ﬂu
1:160
medicines, but that’s
Group treated by
160
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a weak answer.
Infratonic
1:140
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Diet, exercise, and
1:120
nutritional supple120
ments all boost
1:100
100
immune competency
1:80
ways,4
80
2 in important
3
but many of us need
1:60
60
more.
AFTER INJECTION

For an immune system boost that
can make the difference between
catching and ﬁghting off a virus, the
CHIonizer can be worn whenever
you are in an enclosed environment
where airborne pathogens (sneezy
fellow passengers, shoppers, or coworkers) are present.

Blood Serum Antibody Level

ACCELERATED IMMUNE RESPONSE

The CHIonizer infuses the body
with electrical vitality both by producing ionized air that vitalitzes the
body and kills airborne pathogens
directly, and by providing an ionic
discharge within the body’s electrical ﬁeld. (within about ½ inch from
the skin)
When you have the ﬂu, the CHIonizer is also very valuable to wear. I
Series1cough for three weeks,
had a chronic
then got on a plane for Australia. I
put on Series2
the CHIonizer as the plane
took off, and coughed for the ﬁrst
two hours. Then it stopped. I had no
coughing for the rest of my trip!!!
To test this out, I found ﬁve people
who had suffered from chronic
cough for several days. For every
one, the cough disappeared within
two days of starting to wear the
device. The CHIonizer is clearly
valuable where the immune system
is run-down or overloaded.

40
What we need
1:20
is a strong, compe20
tent immune system
0
0
2
7
14
21
that will quickly
Days
1
2 After Infection
3
4
identify the virus
and build an army of
Blood serum antibody
of rabbits
shows accelerated
DAYS level
AFTER
INJECTION
antibodies to defeat
immune response in the group treated with the Infratonic.
it quickly. Three
approaches are described here. First, stead. Our goal is a reduction from 10
we can restore immune competence to 3 sick days from ﬂu per year. Please
let us know if this protocol is helpful
by reducing trauma in the immune
system. Second, we can attack air- for you!!
See page 3 for CHIonizer Details
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borne viruses before they get to us,
and third, we can augment the electriPresorted Std.
cal vitality the immune system needs
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to function strongly in a protracted
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battle against the ﬂu.
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Immune Enhancement Protocol:
Because fear and anxiety cause immune competency to plummet, the
objective of this protocol is to detraumatize the immune system so it
will be at maximum effectiveness
when it is needed. Simply apply the
Infratonic for ten minutes three times
a week to the center of the chest just
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